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REPUBLICAN PERIOD

B UENOS
AY RES.

^AN<7
Ar .-are iecrer lo Cordoba, Argentina^
watermaik : an star.

Iper

^•4CA
Ao eaiire letter send to Cordoba, -\rgentina, dated March 19,1834.
Laid paper, Chainlines at 24 mm., watermadt a shell and a 6 number
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REPUBLICAN PERIOD

5 UEJVOS
AYRES.
FRANCA

ARGENTINA
Stampless (Prestamp) Cover Front

V
This two-line "Buenos Aires" handstamp on cover
front to Mendoza. This handstamp was one
of five similar handstamps in use from 1780 to 1845,
all of which were struck in red.
This is probably an early example of the strike.

COLONIAL PERIOD. DOUBLE U N E A R POSTMARK.
T h i s is the second double linear postmark used i n Buenos Aires City.
Its main characteristic is the trait o f the base o f the " N " i n the w o r d Buenos
and is to the right. T h e " S " is rounded at the bottom end.
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A folded cover to Cordoba, Viceroyalty o f Rio de la Plata (Argentina since 1816),
to Francisco Antonio Ocampo. Laid horizontal paper, chainline, iron gall ink,
no watermark.

TYPES OF INK
Iron gall ink is primarily made from tannin, gum and water.
This type of ink was inexpensive, easy to make and ready
available during this period. However damage to the paper
was a result of the oxidizing action of soluble metal compounds,
the iron and in addition minor contaminants or trace elements,
such as cooper, zinc and others on the cellulose.
An acid environment accelerates the decomposition reactions,
producing the ink corrosion changes on the letters.

r

Ink corrosion.

ARGENT! N A
Prestamp (Stampless) Folded Letter
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Stampless folded letter sheet dated November 16, 1851,
sent to Santiago, Chile^p^h-straightline oval-shaped
"Renta Gral de Correos de Buenos Aires" handstamp in
red (Kneitschel type 15). This handstamp was in use between
1853 and 1856. The cover also bears a handwritten "4"
(reales), the domestic delivery rate.
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VICEROYALTY OF RIO D E LA PLATA

Brazil
A dynasty change took place i n the Spanish
C r o w n , settling the family o f the Borbones

(Portugal

Viceroyalty
of P e r u
(Spain)

which created a new state concept for the
Spanish empire in recovering a new

Viceroyalty
of La Plata

relationship with the colonies.
T h e Viceroyalty o f Rio de la Plata was
created August 1, 1776, with its capital

Santiago*

Buenos Aires

in Buenos Aires.
South

Domingo de Basalvilvaso was the first

AtfsntfC

Postmaster o f Buenos Aires City.
A

Islas M a l v t n a s
(Spain)
Boundap;^ of presentday Argentina

Postmark "Bs.AIRs. used betwef

A cover front postmark to Villa del Rosario i n use between 1776- 1778, i n red ink.
L a i d paper, iron gall ink, no paper watermark.

ARGENTINA
Stampless Folded Cover Sheet

FRNCA-

Stampless folded cover sheet sent to Rio Segundo
(2) from Mendoza, bearing a boxed "Mendoza" handstamp
in red and a straightline "FRNCA" handstamp. These handstamps
are Kneitschel types 1 and 4. This Mendoza handstamp was used
in combination with the "FRNCA" strike in one year -- 1852.

ARGENTINA
Prestamp (Stampless) Folded Letter

FRANCA

Stampless folded letter sheet dated April 28, 1851, sent
to Potosi, Bolivia from Salta, a north Argentinean city
near the border with Bolivia. The cover bears a straightline
"Franca" handstamp, used in Salta between 1850 and 1854.
This is Kneitschel type 4.

Stampless folded letter sheet dated August 2, 1806,
sent to Tucuman bearing straightline, boxed "Cordoba"
handstamp in red. The handstamp is Knietschel type 1
and was in use between 1790 and 1851. The cover bears
a handwritten "3" (reales), the domestic delivery rate
during this era.

N.

ARGENTINA
Stampless Cover Sheet Bearing Pro-Confederacion Propaganda Slogan

CORDOBA

Stampless folded cover sheet sent to Buenos Aires
from Cordoba, bearing straightline, "Cordoba" handstamp
in red. This handstamp is Kneitschel type 2. It was used
between 1790 and 1851, but this cover is probably
from the latter years because it bears a pro-confederacion
propaganda slogan and "5" (reales) domestic delivery rate mark.

ARGENTINA
Prestamp (Stampless) Folded Letter

JVJVY

Folded letter sheet dated internally November 13, 1819, sent from
Jujuy to Buenos Aires. Cover bears "3" reales payment due by
recipient and "Jvjvy" handstamp in red. This style of handstamp was
used beginning in 1814 and remained in use until the 1850s. It is
V. Kneitschel type 4.
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ARGENTINA
Stampless Folded Cover Sheet

Stampless folded cover sheet sent to Cordoba
from Mendoza, bearing a boxed "Mendoza" handstamp
in blue. This handstamp in is Kneitschel type 4. It was
used in blue in one year only ~ in 1854.

ARGENTINA
stampless Cover Sheet Bearing Pro-Confederacion Propaganda Slogan

ROSARIO
Stampless folded cover sheet sent to Villa Nueva
from Rosario, bearing straightline, "Rosario" handstamp
in red. This handstamp is Kneitschel type 2. It was used
between 1852 and 1854. Cover bears on the obverse a
pro-confederacion propaganda slogan and "2" (reales)
domestic delivery rate mark.

ARGENTINA
P r e s t ^ p (Stampless) Folded Letter

Stampless folded letter sheet dated November 3, 1819.
sent to Buenos Aires with straightline boxed "Mendosa"
handstamp in red (Kneitschel type 1). This handstamp
was in use between 1790 and 1851. It is also found
used in combination with Kneitschel type 2, a
boxed "Franca" handstamp.
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ARGENTINA
stampless, FokJed Cover Sheet

Stampless folded cover sheet sent to Tucuman
from Rosario, bearing straightline, "Rosario" handstamp
in rose red. This handstamp is Kneitschel type 2. It was
used between 1852 and 1854. Cover bears "3" (reales)
domestic delivery rate mark.

ARGENTINA
Stampless Cover Sheet Bearing Pro-Confederacion Propaganda Slogan

TUCUMAN

Stampless folded cover sheet sent to Buenos Aires
from Tucuman, bearing straightline "Tucuman" handstamp
in red. This handstamp in is Kneitschel type 3. It was
used in red between 1814 and 1850, but this cover is
undoubtedly from the latter years because it bears
a pro-confederacion propaganda slogan.

ARGENTINA
Prestamp (Stampless) Folded Letter

TUCUMAN
FRANCA
Stampless folded letter sheet dated November 25, 1825,
sent to Buenos Aires with straightline "Tucuman" and
"Franca" handstamps in red (Kneitschel types 3 and 4).
These handstamps were in use between 1814 and 1850.

ARGENTINA
Stampless, Folded Letter Sheet

Ornate "Salta-Franca" handstamp on folded letter
sheet to Parana, dated July 29, 1860. This handstamp
was one in use between 1856 and 1861, and is
Kneitschel type 9. This handstamp was also used as
cancellation device.

ARGENTINA
Prestamp (Stampless) FoWed Letter

C

C

\ F R A N C A '
Stampless folded letter sheet dated October 5, 1861,
sent locally, bearing a half-circle "Cordoba Franca"
handstamp in black. The handstamp is Knietschel type
7 and was in use between 1856 and 1862. The handstamp
was also used as a cancellation device after the introduction
of postage stamps.

C

ARGENTINA
Prestamp (Stampless) Folded Letter

FKNCA
Folded letter sheet dated internally September 3, 1828, sent from
Cordoba to Santa Catalina in what is now Uruguay. (Uruguay was
not established a s an independent republic until 1830.) The letter sheet
was prepaid to its destination and therefore bears a "Franca" handstamp,
Kneitschel type 3, in red rather than a handwritten delivery amount.
The Kneitschel type 3 "Franca" handstamp has the "A" and "N" of
"Franca" connected. In dark red, the letter sheet also bears a Kneitschel
Type 1 "Cordboba" handstamp. Type 1 and 3 handstamps were In use
between 1790 and 1851 or 1852.

F

ARGENTINA
Prestamp (Stampless) Folded Letter Cover

Stampless cover bearing "Viva la Confederacion" propaganda slogan,
sent from San Juan to Cordoba during the 1850s. Cover bears
straightline "Sn. Juan" and "Franca" handstamps in red.

1

VICEROYALTY OF RIO D E LA PLATA
A dynasty change took place in the Spanish Crown, settling the family of the Borbones which created
a new state concept for the Spanish empire in recovering a new relationship with the colonies.
The Viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata was created August 1, 1776, with its capital in Buenos Aires.
Domingo de Basalvilvaso was the first Postmaster of Buenos Aires City.

Brazil
[PoriugalJ

Viceroyalt
of Peru

Postmark '*Bs.AIRs. used between 1776-1778.

South
Atfanth
Ocean

y

Islas M a l v i n a s
4 Spain)
Boundary of presenthay Argentvia

Postal rates were calculated according to the distance
covered m leagues (4.19 Km.) and weight.. Single letters
(less than 1/2 ounce) paid 4 reales to Lima, 2 reales
to Chile and Corrientes, 3 reales to Cordoba.
Newspapers and books were carriedfireeof chai^.
Parcels were ruled by different rates according to the
value of their content.
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A cover front postmark to Chile in use between 1776- 1778, in black ink.
The mark "t*, on the top, denotes the control by the inquisirion.
Laid paper, iron gall ink, no paper watermark.

COLONIAL PERIOD. DOUBLE LINEAR POSTMARK.

This mark for "Buenos Aires" city is identified by a round
shape "O", the base of the " S " without the tail and a high
stop at the end.

AYRES.

Mail service from Buenos Aires to Montevideo was originally created to be a weekly delivery by ship
in 1874. The ships were to leave Buenos Aires on Thursday and arrive on Sunday.
However, a problem occurred, the ships arrived at the same time as religious services were taking place
and the staff could not be in two places at the same time. In order to avoid friction, the sailing left on
Saturday arriving in Montevideo on Tuesday, returning to Buenos Aires on Friday.
Official correspondence was carriedfireeand the pubhc paid 1 real.

J
A folded leaer to Montevideo. \TcerovaltT of Rio de k Plata,
(Uruguay since 1828) dated May 28, 1808.
Postal rate of " 1 " real Thick laid paper, chain lines at 2~ mm.,
iron gall ink, watermark ".\LNL\SSO"

COLONIAL PERIOD. DOUBLE U N E A R POSTMARK.

fifi '
My \.AkM\
£A^tfti C

This colonial postmark for "Buenos Ayres" city was used
J T
V
before the Revolution of 1810. It was also used during the
Jl!»
English invasion of 1806. The English forces landed a
•
/
second time in Buenos Aires city in June of 1807, with
.1 j L \ mIs W^' •
20 ships of war, 90 transports loaded with artillery, supplies,
merchandise and 12,000 men. Again a vigorous resistance by the patriots defeated the British in
August 1807.
This colonial postmark shows a round shaped "O", and a clean cut " S " with a low stop after the
second line.

MAIL R O U T E S
The first postal routes were established in 1772, with the
placement of postmasters at distances from four to eight
leagues between them.
The route to Asuncion had 82 posts, and to Mendoza 39.
The route from Buenos Aires to Potosi took 30 davs and
to Chile 27 days.
The carriers enjoyed the privileges of the Revenue of Mails,
they could not be arrested on route, nor could they be
delayed more than two hours in any given spot.

Lima

Potosi

1 Tucuman/

Asuncion

Acordoba
-^-•'^endoza TParana
\ .
• Valparaiso
Santiago

'~^.<^y^ Montevideo

Buenos Aires

J
A folded letter to Montevideo. Vicetovahv of the Rio de b Pbta (Uruguav,
afterl828), dated October 19, 1805. Laid, light bliie paper with a watermark
shield and letters " A F ' , iron gall ink Postal rate " 1 " real

\

COLONIAL PERIOD. DOUBLE LINEAR POSTMARK.
This is the second double linear postmark used in Buenos Aires City.
Its main characteristic is the trait of the base of the " N " in the word Buenos
and is to the right. The " S " is rounded at the bottom end.
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A folded letter to Santiago de Chile, postal rate mark "2" reales in ink.
Laid paper, chainlines at 20mm., iron gall ink, watermark "C M*'.

A cover to Cordoba, Viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata (Argentina since 1816),
postal rate mark " 3 " reales in iron gall ink.
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REVOLUTION PERIOD
In 1807 and 1808, during the Napoleonic Wars in Europe, France invaded Spain.
While the Spanish were busy fighting against Napoleon, Buenos Aires made a move toward
independence.
On May 25, 1810, the "criollos" (Spaniard descendents bom in South America) set up thenown government to administer the Vicerovalty of La Plata.
^_
^_
. _
During and after the Revolution, the Post Office in the city used
a postmark with a rounded "O", a well rounded " S " in the bottom
curve, and the high stop at the end.

_

A cover to Bcrga, Spain carried by
the SS "Batidor". Postal rate "6"
reales.
The Spanish port of La Coruna was
established as the center of operations
for the distribution of the mail fcom
the colonies.
A surchaige was added for overland
transportation to its final destination.

A folded letter to Cordoba, dated Marc
10,1813. Postal rate "3" reales.
light gray laid paper, chainlines at
23 mm., iron gall tnk^ no watermasks.

COLONIAL PERIOD. DOUBLE LINEAR POSTMARK
This is the first double linear postmark used in Buenos Aires City.
Its main characteristic is the trait on top of the aght arm of the " N "
in the word Buenos it is exclusively to the tight. This type of postmark was
in use between 17^-1816.

SUE HQS
AYRES,

N

A cover front to Santiago de Chile,
postal rate maik "2" reales in ink.
Postmark in red. Laid paper,
chainlines at 22.5 mm., iron gall ink,
no watermark.

^ ^Za^ ^<f^myy^0
•^l-^N'JXi
A folded letter to
;
Cordoba, Viceroyalty of L ^ * ^ l j
Rio de la Plata (Argentina"
Postmark in black.
"nK
Laid paper, iron gall ink,
^^V^-^ ^
watermark 'T>".
.4/^;- U ^
V

0 m V :

1 i'z
LOL(Jjy^7

A covet front postmark to Berga
via Catahma, Spain.
Postmark in brownish red ink.
Laid paper, chainlines at 22.5 mm,
iron gall ink, no watermark.
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REPUBUCAN PERIOD
Hie Aj^entme war of Independence was fought from 1813 to 1816
by the Argentine forces under the leadership of Jose de San Martin
against realista forces loyal to the Spanish crown.
On July 9,1816, an assembly met in San Miguel de Tucuman,
declaring independence with provisions for a national constitution.
The new state was named United Provinces of the Rio de la Plata.
The first double linear postmark used by the Republic. All the
letters are clean cut, the " O " of Buenos is oval shaped and
the " S " is with a proper level period.

BrazH

^tnguay
Ocean

((Provinces
^ ot L a R i a l ,

Chill/

MM

isias Malvinas
Soundjry of pr«seoi-

B UENOS
AYRES.
FRANCA
A folded letter to Montevideo, ( Uruguay),
dated May 1822, on wove paper, watermark
difficult to decipher.

a '

'66

FRAMCA
A folded letter dated December 12,
1823 to Lujan, United Provinces of
the Rio de la Plata, on vertical laid
paper,
Chainlines at 26 Vz mm., watermark
star and "PICARDO".

REPUBLICAN PERIOD

A folded letter to Cordoba, United Provinces of Rio de la Plata,
dated December 7, 1821.
Postal rate of "3" reales in iron gall ink. Laid pjq)er,
chainlines at 25 mm.

A folded letter to Cordoba, United Provinces of Rio de la Plata, dated May 26, 1834.
Laid paper, chainlines at 24 mm., in iron gall ink, watermark " C " .

REPUBLICAN PERIOD: CONSTITUTIONAL ERA
By die mid 1850's, both marks remained
in use but the color went to a bluish
green. This postmark was used between
1856 to 1858.

A cover undated to
} Tucuman, Aigentina.
The manuscript rate
was erased and
: prepaid by the sender.
I .aid paper, chainlines
at ~ mm.

A folded letter to "Pai-Sandi
(Paysandu) Uruguay, dated
November 7,1856.
Wove paper, no watermaik-

On April 9, 1858 the government of Buenos Aires Srate issued the first stamp.

The steamship design was engraved by Pablo Cataldi and printed by the
'*Banco y Casa de Moneda de Buenos Aires".

COLONIAL PERIOD
This colonial postmark for "Buenos Ayres" city was used
immediatelv
the Revolution
show
round shapedbefore
" O " , and
a clean cut of
"S"1810
withand
a low
stopa

r^BUEFOS
M

•

V\
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after the second line.

Entire Jetter to Montevideo, Uruguay, dated October 19,1805.
Paper with a watermark shield. Postal rate "1/2" real.

Entire letter to Montevideo, Uruguay, dated March 18, 1809. Postal rate " 1 " real

COLONIAL PERIOD:
BUENOS AIRES

This colonial mark in use immediately
before the Revolution of 1810 shows a
round shaped "0", a clean cut "S" but:
a low stop after the second line.

Two line straight mark
in red.

: Entire letter to Montevideo.

October 19. Manuscript rate "1/2" (real).

POST REVOLUTION PERIOD
Prepaid postage was identified by the "FRANCA"
postmark.

>an I- II 1

Cover to Cordoba.

Cover to Montevideo, Uruguay.

^restamps and stamphsshijenlina
oi AD
Jy6jp - l8~
REPUBLICAN PERIOD, CONSTITUTIONAL ERA

Marks:

BUENOS AIRES
During the later use of both
marks, the color turned into
the greenish blue.

\ V*,

ys\.
Bs.Aires, open circ.
date stamp

y

y
1858: pair of letter sheet covers, both with prepaid rates, the latter with an early
use of the Buenos Aires cds.

stamps and slamphss of A^njenlina

REPUBLICAN PERIOD, CONSTITUTIONAL ERA

Marks:

BUENOS AIRES
Printed matter received
the same marks than the
regular correspondence
as shown hereunder.

1857: Circular letter to Lujan. Jan. 27.

The official remittances were circulated free of charge.

'^wstamps and shmpless a
1/6^ - i8ppo
REPUBLICAN PERIOD, FEDERAL ERA
BUENOS AIRES

Rv t-he end of the Federal •
fegS: the old "FRANCA" with
"N" inverted was replaced by,
a new type with a normal "N |
inside an ogive. As usual, \
the ink was red.

f > cmsM- yy '^^—
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Letter

Theet front to Tucuman. Postage

Tate prepaid by the sender.

REPUBUCAN PERIOD: CONSTITUTIONAL ERA

A cover undated to Tucuman, Argentina. Iron gaU ink, laid paper, chainlines at 7
mm. No watermark.

^%x^
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An entire letter to San Nicolas de los Arroyos, dated April 26,1858.
^'ove paper, no watermark.

REPUBLICAN PERIOD: FEDERAL ERA

•

An entire letter to Parana, Entre Rios, dated April 10, 1847. The postage rate was prepaid by the
sender. Wove paper, iron gall ink.

Mbino

TYPES
Eon gall ink is \
This type of ink
available during
was a result of t
the iron and in :
such as cooper,
An add enviror
producing the ir

REPUBLICAN PERIOD: FEDERAL ERA
yy

NJ T> X .

y

Paper embossed J . Whatman, Turkey MiU
Provenance: Kent, England.

COLONIAL PERIOD
This postmark for "Buenos Ayres" dty is identified
by a round shape "O", the base of the "S" without
tail and a high stop at the end.

O

5.

SUEMOS

AYRES.

Entire letter to Montevideo, Uruguay, dated Mat 28,1808. Postal rate " 1 " real

«•
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COLONIAL PERIOD
This is the first double linear postmark used in Buenos Aires
City. Its main characteristic is the trait on top of the right arm
of the " N " in Buenos is exclusively to the right of it.

Cover to Oxuxo (Oruro), Bolivia, postal rate 3 !/2 reales.

COLONIAL PERIOD. MARITIME AGENTS.
Mail service from Buenos Aires to Montevideo was originally created to be a weekly
delivery by ship in 1874.
The ships were to leave Buenos Aires on Thursday and arrive on Sunday.
However, a problem occurred, the ^Kips arrived at the same time as religious services
were taking place and the staff could not be ki *wo places at the same rime.
In order to avoidfriction,the sailing left on ii^^dav ..rrnTng in Montevideo on Tuesday,
returning to Buenos .\ires on Fridav.
O'
' "'^^resDondence was carriedfree3

25

'^folded I
1828). Daic^
'^^^^'dco
cachet of Rubio v Foie\

cachet

oFp Stev:
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REPUBLICAN PERIOD
The Ajgentine war of Independence was fought from 1813 to 1816 by the Argentine
forces under the leadership of Jose de San Martin against reaHsta forces loyal to the
Spanish crown.
On July 9,1816, an assembly met in San Miguel de Tucuman, declaring independence
with provisions for a national constitution.
The new state was named United Provinces of the Rio de la Plata.

\ Peru
Bolivia

Brazil
Paraguay

South
Pacific

Uruguay

Chile

eirids Aires

South
Atfardfc
Oc&dn

y.

Islas Maivinas
Boundary of presentday Argentina

The first double linear postmaii: used by the Republic. All the
letters are clean cut, the " O " of Buenos is oval shaped and
the "S" is with a proper level period.

5 UENOS
AYRES.

FRANCA

OFFICIAL COVERS.
Official correspondence was carried free.

ycz>^

xZy. f

A folded letter to Vilk Mercedes, showing CORREOS D E BL^NOS MRES,
rimless cds. Dated February 16,1862. Wove embossed paper with the
Argentine seal.
•
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A folded cover to Ayacucho, showing BUENOS AIRES singje cds, dated 1871.
Wove paper, no watermark

COLONIAL PERIOD. DOUBLE LINEAR POSTMARK

This is thefirstdouble linear postmark used in Buenos Aires City.
Its main characteristic is the trait on top of the right arm of the "N" in the
word Buenos it is exclusively to the right..
This type of postmark was in use between 1780-1816.

y-A

y
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A folded letter to Cordoba, Viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata (Argentina).
Postmark in red ink. Laid paper, iron gaU ink.

COLONIAL PERIOD. DOUBLE LINEAR POSTMARK

This mark for ^'Buenos Aires" city is identified by a round shape "O", the base
of the "S" without the tail and a high stop at the end.

A\MS

>

A folded letter to Cordoba, Viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata, dated August 27,
1811. Postal rate marked "3" reales in Ink.
Thick laid paper, chainlines at 27 mm., iron gall ink, no watermark.

REVOLUTION PERIOD
In 1807 and 1808, during the Napoleonic Wars in Europe, France invaded Spain.
While the Spanish were busyfightingagainst Napoleon, Buenos Aires made a move
toward independence.
On May 25,1810, the "criollos" (Spaniard descendents bom in South America) set up
their own government to administer the Viceroyalty of La Plata.
During and after the Revolution, the Post Office in the city used
a postmark with a rounded "O", a well rounded "S" in the bottom
curve, and the high stop at the end.

Tipo 4

A cover to Cordoba, Confederacion Argentina.
Light gray laid paper, obliques chainlines at
23 mm., iron gall ink, no watermarks.

REPUBUCAN PERIOD: FEDERAL ERA
Early independence in Argentina was marked by a struggle between two political groups,
the Unitarists and the Federalists.
The Unitarists wanted to set up a strong central government in Buenos Aires.
The Federalists represented the large rural landowners of the interior and sought greater
local self rule.
The federalist triumphed initially with Juan Manuel de Rosas, a notorious "caudillo" which
established a dictatorship that lasted ftom 1835 to 1852. He changed the name of the
country to Confederation Argentina.
Durii^ the Republican period, there was not a uniform postal rate. Payment in advance
was optional.
The route distances to the interior Provinces was an element of charge, but not to the
various districts of the province of Buenos Aires, as these charges were uniform.
During this period all the postmarks were of red color, representing the color of the
Federal party and often a slogan was added to the front of the letter.
The ogive shaped postmark "RENTA Gl. D E CORRs. B.AIR" was used between 1846
to 1849 in red ink.
^
The postmark "FRANCA" with the *TSf"
yA*^/\
inverted, was used between 1846 to
1851, also in red.

Xipo 14

^

PBAl/lCA

A folded cover to Cordoba, Confederacion Argentina. The postage rate was prepaid by
the sender.

REPUBUCAN PERIOD: FEDERAL ERA
By the end of the Federal regimen the 'TRANCA" with an
inverted "N" was replaced by a new type with a normal "N"
inside of an oval.
This was used between 1848 to 1853.

^ y ^ L ^ ^

" lucre Luome

A folded letter to Cordoba, Confederacion Argentina, Wove paper, with a deer watermark,
iron gall ink. Federal slogan "Viva la Confederacion Argentina, mueran los salvajes Unitarios'

/

y
Wove embossed paper " B A T H " .

Paper embossed " L O N D O N
1844 S U P E R F I N E "

Paper embossed J . Whatman,
Turkey Mill, Kent, England

During the federal era the government had a close commerce relationship with England. This is
reflected in the majority of the paper used being imported from England.

REPUBLICAN PERIOD: CONSTITUTIONAL ERA

The "FRANCA" inside the oval remained the same except changing the ink
color to blue.
This postmark was in use between 1853 to 1856.

A cover undated to Cordoba, Argentina. Rate prepaid by the sender,
light blue wove paper, no watermark, iron gall ink.

REPUBUCAN PERIOD: CONSTITUTIONAL ERA
Resentment against the dominance of Buenos Aires resulted in a successful revolution
against Rosas in 1852. Justo Jose de Urquiza immediately began the task of national
organization and a constitution was adopted in 1853.
His national organization was hindered by the
opposition of Buenos Aires province which
did secede from the confederation and prospered
as an independent state between 1852 to 1862.
In 1862, Buenos Aires agreed to enter the
confederation on its own terms.
r
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Justo Jose de Urquiza, president of the Argentina
Confederation between 1854 to 1860.
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REPUBLICAN PERIOD: FEDERAL ERA
During thefirstperiod of use of the modified oval shaped mark, the old
'FRANCA" with an inverted "N" was still applied to denote prepaid rates.
Both marks are in red, with no designs between the circles.
The modified oval shaped postmark was in use between 1848 to 1853.

REPUBLICAN PERIOD: FEDERAL ERA
During the first period of use of the modified oval shaped mark,
the old "FRANCA" with an inverted " N " was still applied to denote
prepaid rates. Both marks are in red, with no designs between the drcles.
The modified oval shaped postmark was in use between 1848 to 1853.

A folded letter to Cordoba, Confederadon Aigentina, dated January 19,1849.
Wove paper, iron gall ink.
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A folded letter to Corrientes. Confederadon Argentina, dated May 18, 1849.
Federal slogan. Wove paper, iron gall ink.

REPUBLICAN PERIOD: FEDERAL ERA
Postmark " R E N T A GR.\L. D E CORREOS D E BUENOS AIRES.'
No designs are between the circles.
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A folded letter to Cordoba, Confederacion Argentina, dated November 31,1848.
Federal slc^an. Wove paper, iron gall ink.
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A folded letter to Corricntez ( Corrientes) Confederadon Argentina, dated
March 19, 1849. Wove paper, iron gall ink, no watermark.

REPUBLICAN PERIOD: FEDERAL ERA

i

_
A folded letter to Cordoba, Confederacion ..Argentina, dated March 25,1852, Wove paper,
iron gall ink. Provenance of the paper was from Bath, England.

Wove embossed paper " B A T H " .

Paper embossed " L O N D O N
1844 S U P E R F I N E "

/

/

Paper embossed J . Whatman,
Turkey Mill, Kent, England.

During the federal era the government had a close commerce relationshq) with England. This is
reflected in the majority of the paper used being imported from England.

REPUBLICAN PERIOD: CONSTITUTIONAL ERA
Resentment against the dominance of Buenos Aires resulted in a successful
revolution against Rosas in 1852. Justo Jose de Urquiza immediately began
the task of national organization and a constitution was adopted in 1853.
His national organization was hindered by the opposition of Buenos Aires
pro\dnce which did secede from the confederation and prospered as an
independent state between 1852 to 1862.
In 1862, Buenos Aires agreed to enter the confederation on its own terms.
The postmark remained in use but the color changed to blue, color of
the Unitary party.
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A cover to Corrientes,
Argentina, dated June 4,
1854. Manuscript rate in
ink "2" reales.
Laid paper, chainhnes
at 23mm., iron gall ink,
watermark " - O N W E I N T

A folded letter to Mendoza,
Argentina, dated March 12,
1854. Postal rate of 1/2 real.
Wove light blue paper, iron
gall ink, watermark
" T O W G O O D 1849".
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REPUBLICAN PERIOD: CONSTITUTIONAL ERA

Z^f^'^

The "FRANCA" inside the oval remained
the same except changing the ink color to
8 ^
blue. This postmark was in use between 1853

to 1856.
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^Z^NOS

A cover undated to Corrientes, Argentina. Rate prepaid by the sender.
Light blue wove paper, watermark ' T O W G O O D 1853", iron gall ink.

y rk^m/
^Jr^2^^^f

A cover undated to Corrientes. The "FRANCA" maik was deleted and the manuscript rate
"6" reales was added and paid by the addressee. No watermark.

